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Abstract.   This work focuses on developing Transcutaneous Energy Transfer 
Systems (TETS) to power wirelessly the next generation of artificial heart pumps, 

particularly Left-Ventricular Assist Devices (LVADs). Conventional TETS use 

inductive coupling for transferring relatively high-power across the skin but are 

associated with significant skin heating effects. Thus, TETS design requires to 
minimise skin-tissue thermal damage. We  have developed a multi-channels TETS 

capable of transferring up to 16W utilizing pulsed transmission waveform protocols 

for mitigating skin heating effects. A dual-channel inductively coupled RF power 

transmission prototype (inhouse built), for wireless power delivery to a resistive 
LVAD model (50Ω), capable of providing both continuous and the pulsed RF-

transmission modes. Adjustable RF-transmission pulse duration ranges from 30ms 

to 480ms, and idle time (no-transmission) from 5s to 120s. Experimental results of 

estimated skin tissue thermal profile heating coefficient for the in-vivo (alive) pig 
model, both pulsed and continuous transmission modes were 7.74x10-4±(2.59x10-4) 

ºC/s and 1.28x10-3±(3.73x10-4) ºC/s respectively, and in the cadaver pig model 

(placebo), for  pulsed and continuous modes: 1.59x10-3±(6.11x10-4) ºC/s & 1.46x10-

3±(3.3x10-4) ºC/s respectively.  In conclusion, the blood thermal perfusion plays a 

vital cooling role to reduce skin-tissue damage in TETS. The results analysis of in-

vivo (alive-model) and placebo (cadaver-model) studies confirmed that tissue 

heating effect was significantly lower in the living-model (versus cadaver-model) 

due to presence of blood perfusion cooling effects.  

 

 

Keywords: Transcutaneous wireless power supply, medical implants, artificial 

hearts, LVAD driveline infection, skin pulsed heating, subcutaneous thermal profile, 

porcine model, cadaver model, TWESMI concept, Galvani concept. 

 
1 Introduction 

 

 End stage heart failure is a growing medical problem despite advances in 

cardiovascular therapeutics and device therapy.  Heart transplantation is an option, but 

donor heart availability limits worldwide transplants to 4000/year [1]. The Left 

Ventricular Assist Device (LVAD), a mechanical pump, is directly attached to the left 

ventricle of the heart and pumps blood to the aorta. LVADs are used as a bridge to heart 

transplantation, or increasingly, as destination therapy for patients with advanced heart 

failure [2–4]. LVADs have significantly improved survival rates of heart failure (HF) 

patients [5–8]. However, LVAD pumps require relatively high power, typically 8 to 

30W, and require a percutaneous driveline to deliver this. Driveline infections are 
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common, resulting in recurrent hospital admissions, life-threatening sepsis, LVAD 

failure, and premature death [9, 10]. A Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) solution would 

eliminate driveline infections, avoid the associated hospital admissions, improve patient 

quality of life and extend LVAD lifespan. Moreover, WPT is a versatile and robust 

technology and has attracted attention in the last few decades for implanted medical 

devices (IMDs) [11]. Khan et al. (2020) [12] and Abdullahi et al. (2019) [13] reviewed 

wireless power technology (WPT) and its applications in implantable medical devices. 

However, WPT systems cause direct thermal tissue damage due to power losses and/or 

exposure to electromagnetic (EM) fields. The EM field interaction with a tissue cause 

unwanted stimulation and thermal tissue damage [14–16]. In our previous study, we 

proposed Transcutaneous Wireless Energy System for Medical Implants (TWESMI) as 

an innovative wireless power solution for LVADs [17]. TWESMI can wirelessly 

transfer high power for LVADs, avoid a percutaneous cable, and mitigate thermal 

effects. The proprietary TWESMI concept includes the use of thin, compact, flexible, 

biocompatible flat spiral coil elements, targeted for high-power wireless power 

platforms.  It uses inductive coupling with weak electromagnetic (EM) radiation, low 

specific rate absorption (SAR) and without thermal tissue damage.  

     In this study, we developed and evaluated the performance of multi-channel 

TWESMI in porcine models both in-vivo and cadaver to gain insight into the blood  

perfusion cooling effects for transcutaneous energy transfer systems for driving next-

generation LVADs. 

 

2 Methods 
 

This section describes the TWESMI system used for both pulsed transmission and 

continuous transmission modes, and the experimental setup for studying the thermal 

effects on the porcine model skin tissue, both on the alive and cadaver (no blood 

circulation) model states, within the same pig case. 
 
 

 
 

Figure. 1. A schematic diagram of (a) 2 channels TWESMI system with LVAD, 
and (b)  4-channel TWESMI system. 

 
 
  

2.1 RF transmission waveforms 

 

Proprietary pulsed radiofrequency (RF) transmission waveforms (US patent 11191973 

B2) were implemented for various levels of wireless power delivery. Thus, energy 

packs of pulsed transmission duration from 30ms to 480ms, and idle time (no-
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transmission; cooling time) from 5s to 120s were used in this investigation of blood 

perfusion cooling effects for powering the next-generation LVADs. Note that the 

conventional TETS use continuous transmission waveforms. We compared the 

conventional TETS continuous power transmission mode with the TWESMI pulsed 

power transmission mode; regarding their differential on skin-tissue temperature 

increase effect. The thermal blood coefficient is estimated from the implanted coils’ 

temperature profile underneath the living porcine model skin (in-vivo) and then 

repeated measurements in the same pig cadaver.  Figure 1 shows the multi-channel 

TWESMI system able to transfer high power up to 16 W with 200 kHz RF transmission 

frequency. 

 

2.2 Inductive coupling coil and temperature sensors approach 

 

Each coil surface is attached to a parallel polyethylene film, of same shape and size, 

with 6 adhered negative temperature coefficient (NTC) thermistors as illustrated in 

Figure 2(c). Caution was taken on minimising to negligible levels the possible sensor 

wire direct heating by the wireless power system: sensors had hair-thin wires (80 µm) 

connected to very-high input impedance instrumentation amplifiers at the operating RF 

(200 kHz), and by testing RF transmission efficiency difference with and without the 

polyethylene template film carrying the adhered NTC sensors. The Ulster University 

proprietary design spiral-elliptical coils (US patent 11191973 B2) are double layer, thin 

(thickness ≈ 200µm, 30 turns) and flexible, fabricated on a polyimide substrate. The 

secondary coils (channel 1 and channel 2) are implanted approximately 6-10 mm 

underneath the subcutaneous tissue. The primary coils are fixed above the skin and 

aligned with the secondary implanted coils as illustrated in Figure 2(d) & 2(e). 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of (a)-(c) thin and flexible coils for TWESMI system; (c) position of NTC 

thermistors on the coil surface; (d)-(e) post-surgery images of in-vivo studies; (e) implanted 

secondary coils under the skin, and (f) implanted primary coils above the skin aligned with the 

secondary coils. 

Chan.1 Chan.2 Chan.1 Chan.2 
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2.3 Porcine model study setup 
 

Following approval by the Agri-Food and Bioscience Institute Animal 

Welfare & Ethical Review Board, a project licence (PPL 2900) was 

obtained, under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, from the 

Department of Health.  Each pig was sedated (morphine, midazolam, 

medetomidine and ketamine by intramuscular injection), transferred to 

the surgical facility and a 20g cannula placed in an auricular vein. 

General anaesthesia was induced with propofol, given intravenously to 

effect and a 9.0mm cuffed endotracheal tube placed.  General anaesthesia 

was maintained with isoflurane in oxygen and medical air (FiO2 0.5), and 

the pig ventilated (approximately 18 bpm with a tidal volume of 475ml) 

to maintain normocapnia throughout.  Arterial blood pressure was 

monitored throughout via a 20G cannula placed in a branch of the medical 

saphenous artery.  Isotonic fluids were administered at the rate of 

5mlkg-1hr-1 intravenously. After skin preparation, two subcutaneous 

pouches were surgically created on the left side on the pig, on caudal 

to the elbow over the thorax and the other cranial to the stifle over 

the caudal abdomen.  At the end of the anaesthetic period the pigs were 

euthanised, without recovering from anaesthesia, by administration of a 

barbiturate overdose intravenously.  

 
2.4     Thermal effects metrics 

 

The blood thermal influence (subcutaneous tissue heating mitigation effect) was 

evaluated by estimating the heating coefficients from the subcutaneous-coil thermistors 

temperature recording data profile with time, during transcutaneous RF power delivery 

to a 50Ω pure resistive LVAD load model, both in-vivo (alive; with blood circulation) 

and cadaver (no blood circulation; euthanised model) of same case porcine model (pig). 

As mentioned above, six NTC thermistor sensors are mounted on the surface of each 

coil. For each protocol, the average values of the six NTCs sensors (in the 

subcutaneously implanted coil) for each individual channel are used for estimating the 

thermal profile heating coefficient throughout the RF power transmission protocols 

duration (average value and standard deviation, SD); 10 to 20 minutes recording time. 

The mean temperature variations (ΔT) throughout the protocol(s) provided the tissue 

heating coefficient (°C/s). Thus, this particular study evaluates the thermal profile 

heating coefficients for the pulsed and continuous transmission modes, for obtaining 

evidence-based knowledge of the skin-tissue temperature cooling effect due to blood 

perfusion, for next-generation of TETS for energising implanted LVADs. 

 

3 Results and Discussion 
 

This section presents the thermal profiles data obtained from the implanted two 

channels (channel 1 & channel 2, see Fig. 2(d) & Fig. 2(e)) TWESMI coils underneath 

of the subcutaneous tissue, and the measurements analysis results in both in-vivo (alive) 

and cadaver experimental stages of the three pig model cases. 

 

3.1 Baseline temperature measurements 

 

An initial baseline temperature was recorded for all pig models without transmitting 

any power. The baseline measurement shows in Fig. 3(a), the blood temperature varies 

between 36.4°C to 37.1°C. Fig.3(b) shows a typical temperature response of the six  
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Figure 3. (a) The recorded baseline temperature; and (b) a typical recorded temperature profile 

of an implanted coil during pulsed RF power transmission. 

 

NTC sensors while the pulsed transmission protocol was applied while recording the 

temperature of the subcutaneous tissue. The subcutaneous tissue temperature increased 

approximately 1.5°C from the initial baseline temperature. A transient temperature rise 

results immediately after a very short (not visible in Fig.3(b)) RF power transmission 

pulse, followed by a transient temperature drop while there is no transmission (idle 

time), thus, no significant tissue heating occurs during a full transmission cycle: [RF 

pulse duration] + [idle time]. It is hypothesised that the blood circulation (alive model) 

thermal perfusion in the skin-tissue, significantly reduces the skin temperature resulting 

from transdermal RF-power transmission, in comparison to a model status of no blood 

circulation (cadaver model).  

 

3.2 In-vivo porcine model temperature measurements 
 

In-vivo temperature measurements were recorded in both pulsed RF-transmission and 

continuous transmission modes. Note that the results presented in this section are from 

the pulsed transmission protocol with applied primary RF transmitter (Tx) DC supply 

voltage of 175V, RF pulse width (PW) of 160ms, and idle time (no transmission) in  

20s from three (N=3) anesthetized pigs. The channel 1 and channel 2 (implanted coils) 

of the TWESMI are connected to a dummy load with the equivalent resistance of 50Ω. 

The voltage drop across the dummy load was recorded to calculate the received power 

during the pulsed transmission protocol. The received power was 8W across the load 

without damaging the tissue in pulsed transmission. Moreover, the recorded voltage 

drop of the load is used to calculate the input voltage for the continuous transmission 

protocol for the conventional TETS system. Fig. 4 shows the average temperature 

profiles obtained from the recorded temperature response from the implanted coils 

(channel 1 and channel 2) in the three pigs. The temperature obtained from six NTC 

sensors are averaged and the interquartile range (IQR) for each individual channel of 

the implanted coils is calculated.  The average temperature in pulsed transmission 

(channel 1) protocol is approximately 38.26°C with interquartile range (IQR) 0.45, 

39.03°C with IQR 0.25 and 39.18°C with IQR 0.37 (Fig.4a) in pig 1, pig 2, and pig 3, 

respectively. However, in channel 2 the average temperature is higher, approximately 

39.78°C with IQR 0.54, 41.03°C with IQR 0.16, and 40.38°C with IQR 0.37 in pig 1, 

pig 2, and pig 3, respectively (Fig.4b). The average temperature in channel 2 is 1 to 2°C 

higher than in channel 1. Note that in channel 2, the gap between primary and secondary 

coils is smaller than in channel 1. Also, the density of subcutaneous tissue is lower than 

the subcutaneous tissue around channel 1. The average temperature varies from pig to 
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pig in both cases. Likewise, in the continuous transmission protocol, channel 2 

dissipates more heat than channel 1. In both cases, channel 1 and channel 2, the 

temperatures are approximately 2 to 5°C higher than in the pulsed transmission 

protocol. It is clear the pulses transmission protocol generates less heat than continuous 

transmission. Additionally, blood perfusion reduces the tissue heating effect. The 

thermal heating coefficients are estimated from the average temperature of channel 1 

and channel 2 in both pulsed and continuous transmission protocols. Table.1 shows the 

estimated thermal profile coefficients from the in-vivo and cadaver studies under the 

same experimental conditions. The estimated thermal blood coefficients (Tab.1) in-vivo 

measurements show that the thermal blood coefficients in pulsed transmissions (10E-

4) are at least an order lower than the continuous transmissions (10E-3). This accounts 

for the reduced thermal effect with pulsed transmission protocols. Pulsed transmission 

protocols represent a solution for improved wireless power transmission for LVADs.. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             

    Figure 4. The recorded in-vivo average temperature during pulsed and continuous transmission 

protocols from three pigs; (a) Channel 1 and (b) channel 2 of the implanted coils. 

 
 

Table 1. Summary results of thermal profile coefficients and the influence of blood 

thermal perfusion comparison when an idle cooling time is used in pulsed RF-

transmission in 3 porcine model cases, both in-vivo (alive) and in the cadaver stage. 

Case No.  Protocol 

mode 
 

Heating coefficient ±(SD), °C/s 

(alive model; in-vivo) 

Heating coefficient ±(SD), °C/s 

(cadaver model) 

Pig 1 Pulsed 9.37E-4 ± (8.52E-7) 2.24E-3 ± (1.43E-6) 

Pig 1 Continuous 1.71E-3 ± (1.47E-6) 1.75E-3 ± (1.28E-6) 

Pig 2 Pulsed  4.75E-4 ± (7.147E-7) 1.03E-3 ± (6.73E-7) 

Pig 2 Continuous 1.05E-3 ± (3.56E-7) 1.10E-3 ± (3.11E-7) 

Pig 3 Pulsed  9.10E-4 ± (4.94E-7) 1.49E-3 ± (5.99E-7) 

Pig 3 Continuous 1.08E-3 ± (7.40E-7) 1.53E-3 ± (5.78E-7) 

Mean 

(N=3) 
Pulsed 7.74E-4 ± (2.59E-4) 

 
1.59E-3 ± (6.11E-4) 
 

Mean 

N=3) 
 

Continuous 1.28E-3 ± (3.73E-4) 1.46E-3 ± (3.31E-4) 

    

(a) (b) 
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3.3        Cadaver porcine model thermal profile measurements 

 

The temperature in cadaver measurements were also recorded in both pulsed 

transmission and continuous transmission protocols to understand the tissue heating 

effects in absence of blood perfusion. The measurement conditions are same as 

described in section 3.2. Fig. 4 shows the average temperature profiles obtained from 

the recorded temperature response from the implanted coils (channel 1 and channel 2) 

into the three pigs. The average temperature in pulsed transmission (channel 1) protocol 

is approximately 41.80◦C with interquartile range (IQR) 0.85, 39.59◦C with IQR 0.36  

and 40.93◦C with IQR 0.39 (Fig.5a) in pig 1, pig 2, and pig 3, respectively. In case of 

channel 2 the average temperatures are approximately 46.78°C with IQR 1.1, 41.90°C 

with IQR 0.38, and 42.39◦C with IQR 0.73 in pig 1, pig 2, and pig 3, respectively 

(Fig.5b). On the other hand, in the continuous transmission protocol, channel 2 

dissipates more heat than channel 1. In both cases, the temperatures are higher than the 

pulsed transmission protocol. It is clear that pulsed transmission generates less heat than 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure. 5. The recorded cadaver average temperature in pulsed and continuous transmission 

protocols from three pigs; (a) Channel 1 and (b) channel 2 of the implanted coils. 
 

 

 
Figure. 6.  Bar-chart summarising the 3 pig cases (N=3) mean values of the heating coefficients 

(°C/s) for pulsed and continuous transmission modes, in both the alive and the cadaver models. 

(a) (b) 
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continuous transmission and in addition blood perfusion reduces the thermal effect 

further. The thermal profile coefficients were also estimated in cadaver stage of same 

pig case used for the alive model (in-vivo) measurement, and without altering the 

position of the transcutaneous coupling coils, the comparative study of both pulsed and 

continuous transmission protocols were implemented. Table 1 shows the estimated 

thermal profile coefficients from the in-vivo and cadaver studies under the same 

experimental conditions. The estimated heating profile coefficients (summarised in 

Table 1 and the 3 pig cases mean values presented as a bar chart of in Fig.6) demonstrate 

that the skin tissue mean heating coefficients in pulsed transmissions are about a third 

of the mean value presented by continuous transmissions, and also, a third of the mean 

value measured in the cadaver model experiment stage. Thus, blood thermal perfusion 

action plays an important cooling role which can be exploited with the pulsed RF-

transmission mode of operation to mitigated thermal effect of TETS for high rated 

medical implants, thus minimising dermal tissue damage. 

 

 

4  Conclusions and Further Work 
 

The results analysis summarised in Table 1 provide evidence-based knowledge for 

characterising the porcine model skin tissue thermal profile when placed between two 

inductive RF power coupling coils in TETS devices for driving implanted artificial 

hearts such as LVADs. The thermal cooling role of dermal tissue blood 

irrigation/circulation has been revealed by the study conducted the in-vivo (alive model) 

in comparison with the same case control cadaver model (placebo). Furthermore, the 

three case studies consistently proved the reduced heating effect using pulsed RF-

transmission mode of operation versus the conventional mode of continuous RF-

transmission. We are currently developing the proprietary TWESMI system, which 

inherently operates in the pulsed transmission waveform mode [17], in order to achieve 

long idle times to explore the optimal cooling effect. 

      It is well known that skin heating effects are also associated to electrical inefficiency 

of the inductively coupled coils and by the RF transmitter power switching [12]. Hence, 

we are addressing these aspects to further improve the efficiency of the TWESMI 

system. Also, further development work will incorporate contingent stabilisation digital 

control via a transceiver link, and using the computer models and parametric handlers 

knowledge gained from this initial study.  An advanced hybrid TWESMI system is in 

development, exploiting the use capacitive coupling methods to further mitigate skin 

heating effects. 
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